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ELECTRON  DETACHMENT OF IF BY e - COLLISION
I.	 INTI1cIDUCl'Ic)N
Besides its intrinsic interest in the theory of atomic collision, the detachment
of electrons from I I' - ' by e c - > impact is of importance in certain branches of
sistrc ►physics. Consequently it has been studied bath experimentally and thec-
retically by several authors in the past. In spite of this a number of divergencies
prevail both among the theoretical calculations and the experimental observations.
Experiments are done independently by Dance et al. ( 1) and by Tisone and
Branscomb( 2 ) and very recently, after this calculation has been completed, by
Peart et al. (3 ) A discrepancy is seen to exist between the measurements of the
First two groups, at higher energies (where the errors are expected to be smaller).
Comparison of the measurements of Tisone and Branscomb with that of the last
group( 3 ) shows very close agreement over a large energy range provided a small
adjustment due to normalisation of the two measurements at 100 e.v. is permit-
tcd. At around 10 e.v. (the region of lowest energy in all the measurements) the
last two measurements differ significantly from that of the first group( 1).
Theoretical calculations are done by several authors ( 4.5.6.7 ) over the past ten
years and the results in general differ widely among each other. Moreover,
apart from the works of Aledowell and Williamson (5 ) and Bely and Schwartz( 7)
these calculations are widely different from all the experiments. The calcula-
tion of Nlcdowell and Williamson( 5 ' , however, assumes plane wave approximation
for the incident electron and applies an ad hoc correction for the coulomb effect,
first introduced by Geltma.n( 4 % , which brings their result relatively closer to
F
a
	 the experiments above 20 e.v. At lower energies their theoretical approximations
6have little justifications and the departure from the experiments is large (with
or Without the Ml hoc: coulomb correction). The calculation of Bely and
Schwartz	 , on the other hand, uses the correct coulomb waves for the colliding
electron but are obliged to use partial wave analysis. 'i liis, according to the
authors, limits their numerical calculations to up to GO e.v., above which too
many partial %kavcs, to be treated numerically, become important. In their in-
vestigations Bely and Schwartz use four different approximations for the ejected
electron's wave function and conclude that the partial waves should he properly
orthogonalised in order to obtain reasonable agreement with measurements.
In the present paper we have adopted ,In impact parameter method (much used
in nuclear physics in connection with coulomb excitations of nuclei' e' and, in
atomic physics, for excitation of neutral atoms c 9 ; , which overcomes the diffi-
culty of adding contributions from numerous partial waves by an integration over
the impact parameters. And the dominant coulomb repulsion of the incoming
electron by the negatively charged ion is incorporated systematically by de-
scribing the motion of the colliding electron by a repulsive hyperbolic trajectory.
The validity of such a replacement of Coulomb waves propagating at low energies
by a Rutherford trajectory depends on the peculiar property of the coulomb field.
It is well known that in scattering by a coulomb field the classical description
depends on the largeness of the so-called Sommerfeld parameter r, which is
Z 
Zdefined as	 = i Z- where v is the incident velocity and z 1 and z 2 are the ef-
fective charges on the ion and the electron respectively. Thus it is easily seen
that the smaller the velocity of incidence the greater is 7. For any inelastic
process, such as the present one, a second condition need also to be satisfied
in order that the trajectory description should be valid. The condition required
ff
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is that the difference between the initial and the final velocities should be small
comp '-.red to the initial velocity itself. In our case the binding energy of H ` -
being small the incident velocity could be lowered considerably witnout violating
the condition. Nevertheless, in the end we shall apply a symmetrizing procedure
to account for the change in velocity, by invoking the principle of detail balance.
II. MATIiEMATICAL FORMULATION
We shall briefl y sketch the mathematical formulation of electron detachment
problem, closely paralleling the method of coulomb excitation in nuclear phys-
ics( II ) . We shall use atomic units throughout this paper.
According to the time dependent scattering theory of Dirac( 111) the transition
amplitude between a state I i , and a state 1 f > is given by
	
T I f
	 - i 	 f	 cit 
c,i 1FjfI <f 1 V(•ff. ( t )	1 '	 (1)J u,
where AE
,, 
= E l - E f is the difference of the initial and final energies and
V " f f (t) is the effective interaction. For the present problem
_1 +	 I	 + _	 1 _
	 _ 1_
	
Vt•ff. ( t )	 - r(t)	 ^T(t) _ r l i	 f(t) _ f 2 ,	 r(t)	 (2)
where (t) is the position vector of the incident electron and r, and r, are the
coordinates of the two target electrons, all measured from the nucleus (see
1
Figure 1). We note that a term r(t) of the total Hamiltonian of the system is
Utilised in obtaining the coulomb trajectory and hence is subtracted in the ef-
fective interaction (2). In the present calculation we have chosen to represent
k
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the initial state of the IF ' by a variational wave function involving 20-correlated
d
liyllarus type terms:
1
i	 V	 2	 1,11111	 1	 2	 l 2
I'mn
This produces for the electron affinity w r) -0.052772 (a.u.) which compares with
the 4 .14-term calculation of Pekeris: w o = -0.052775 (a.u.). The reason for this
choice is to leave no uncertainty in the target wave function so that the entire
burden of approximation is borne by the rest of the theory. We approximate the
final target state by a residual hydrogen atom and an outgoing free plane wave
for the ejected electron:
4 f (r l r 2)	 , 
Y
12
2 l0
	 1
	 ^'p (r 2 )('	 (4)
r 
We now make the most vulnerable of our approximations by replacing the inter-
ti	 action (2) by its expansion in the outer region r(t) > r t , r 2 . We have
	
u	
ri P. 1 r 1 	 r(t )^ 	 r 2 P. 1 r 2	 r(t))
	
u=1
	
( )
,k-here P A 's are Legendre polynomials of order N. In this approximation the
transition integrals (I) can be factored out into matrix elements between the
target states and a time integral over the projectile trajectory. We get
T if	 = - i 	 f i r, Y^µ ( r l ) + r 2 Y;,,, ( r 2 ) I i > • JA,,	 (6)
i
•i
r
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where
	
Y^	 (r(t ^)
C I V.,^ i	
,.
I-A +^^t^
The orbit integrals 
-JA, , are exactlY th y ' ,rime as appear in the case of coulomb
excitation of nuclei and are extensively studied in the literature " ► . We shall
merely quote the results' R
^^	 1	 1	
(8)
«here the constants
t	 i
0)	 (2X	 1)' L	
+ ki even	 (8a)
0, n + I'L odd.
z1Z2
a	 —	 -
	 (9)
m0
a AE, f
V1
	 (10)
In the above v is the initial velocity, m,, is the reduced mass and z t and z2
are the affective charges on the target and the projectile, respectively.
Using the wave-functions (3) and (4) and performing all angular momentum
algebra the target matrix element can be written as
<4jf(rt.r2)I r1Y,^'`( r t 	 r2Y,C(2)^t`'+^rI'^21	 I3,`(k)Y,^..(k)	 (111
(7)
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where 13 ,` (k) is a function of the wave number k of the ejected electron only.
'rhe transition amplitude can now be written as
TI 	 i	 (2^4'f -/
	
a- A v i - I
 Y,. 2,0) I,1µ(,=,(^) B,^(k) Y,^f^(k) 	 (1'2)\	 1	 \	 /
Defining the ejection angle integrated transition probability by
P S f (kIE i )	 ( !T,f!2dk
=	 and noting that the differential cross-section
dc , WE i )	 1' 1 f (kIEd - 12„ bdb!
where b - a cot 012 is the impact parameter and 0 - angle of scattering we
find
D
do ( k ! E,)	 ^ ( 2X + 1)1BA(k)^2 a- 2A+2vi-2	 df^(^,e) 	(1:3)
i
and the total cross-section
(k1E
,
)
	
	 (2x + 1) !Bk(k)12 a-2A+2 vi- 2 fA(`)	 ( 14)
^1= t
where
4,72 	 V	 \	 1
^if1(7r')
	 3	 ^Yk ^(2 01 IAµ(^,9)^ 2 sill 	 i2 d(^	 (15)(Ik+1)	 µ	 l
R
•I,
K
and
(Ifs(;,/')
0)(?k	 1)	 µ
where , is related to the scattering angle and hence the impact parameter by
the relation c =	 1 + (b; a) 2 .
The results (13) and (14) do not take into account the change in the projectile
(., locity before and after the collision. This may be incorporated by symme-
trizing the cross-sectional expressions with respect to the initial and final ve-
locities as required by the principle of detail balance. This is most readily
achieved by replacing Equations (9) and (10) by the following symmetrized ex-
pressions:
Z1 Z2
m() V  V 
1	 Z, Z 2 — — (	
- 1-)V f	 V I/
and substituting them in Equations (13) and (14). To obtain the total cross-sectio„
of electron detachment for a given initial velocity and all ejection energies we
must integrate over the energy of the ejected electron. Thus,
`T tot (Ei)
	
fo 
kmat
dk k2 --- ( k l Ei )	 (17)
9where k rt,.
,,
 is the maximum a y .tilahle momentum of ejection k, for a given energy
of incidence E,. In using ( 14) in (17) we are making a non-exchange approxima-
tion of the exact (k E,) by the semiclassical expression (14), which does not
include any exchange probability. In the event the probability of exchange is
small the approximation should be good. For numerical calculations we have
only to retain the leading term X	 1 which corresponds to a dipole approxima-
tion of the interaction. 'Thus we need to evaluate the quantity f ^(c) from Equa-
tion (16). Although f,( = )  remains finite when integrated over all scattering
angles (i.e., over all impact parameters), the multipole expansion of the potential
necessitates a finite cut off at soiree non-zero minimum impact parameter b o
 (to
eliminate unreliable contribution from the inner region) of the order of the radius
of the detaching electron' 9 > . We therefore redefine the quantity f I (--) by the
modified expression
	
32 .,, a
	 1,	
,.	 \\ 2
f ^(`)	 ^-	 (Y^..^2.0)I
	 ^I^^( ,^)^ 2 X c d 	 (18)
E.	 p
where
Eo -	 1 + -a
We can perform the above integral over e, analytically, and obtain
32 " 2 _ Cf 1 Or	 - --9	 e (f ,_ o ) 1► ^ c (,^ F ^) K, C (C F o)	 (19)
We note that for b o = 0, f 1 ( = ) coincides with the usual result quoted in Ref. (8).
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For our present purpose we make the simplest choice of b o
 r. where ro is
the root mean square radius of the target, which we find to be :3.42 a,,, using our
present wave function (:S).
IF
	 For comparison purposes we have also calculated the cross-section with another
independent choice of
^a f
which estimates certain ' radial spread' of the detaching electron ( /^E i f being a
measure of ' tightness of binding' of the detaching electron). It is clear from
Table I that this choice of 'cut off' parameter yields essentially the same results
as those from our .first choice (which is simpler) for almost the entire energy
range.
III. RESUT .TS AND DISCUSSIONS
Within the approximations introduced in this paper we have calculated the
primary detachment cross- -sections for the following two processes.
(i)	 e - + H-	H(1S) + 2e-
00 e- + H- ^* H(2S) + 2e -
In Table I we present results for process (i) with two different choices for the
'cut off' parameter.
In Figure 2 we compare our result (with bo	 = ro ) with the experiments of
References 1, 2 and 3.
6
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In P able II we present the res,ilts (with b„ = r o,) for reaction (ii). Considering
the Smallness of this result compared to those in Table I we believe that almost
the entire cross-section for electron detachment of H - by collision with electron
leaves residual hydrogen atom in its ground state.
Finally in figure 3 we show typical energy distributions of ejected electrons
for a few given incident energies.
We have noted that a change in the upper limit (as i^ sometimes done ( 5 ') in
Equation (17) from k,,, ;,,, to k,,,,,,/2 did not change our numerical results for the
energy range considered.
Investigating the range of impact parameters further we found that when one
integr-rtes the Equation (18) for all impact parameters from 0 to u) one obtains
cross-sections approximately twice as large as with our present cut off. If
however, one normalises these data at a high energy with that obtained from
Born approximation one obtains very close agreement for all energies (including
the position of the peak) with the experiments of References 2 and 3.
Finally, we may qualitatively understand the applicability of the semiclassical
model for the present calculation and its rather close agreement with experi-
ments on the following grounds.
In single 'ionization' processes, such as the present detachment process, truly
exchange phenomenon does not arise. It arises genuinely in the case of double
ionization when the incident particle may be captured by the target and the two
bound c -ctrons may be ejected. This process being clearly of the second order
is likely to contribute little for the single detachment cross-section.
6
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I'lic effect of 'exchange' in the single ionization case reduces to the classically
analogous phenomenon of 'interference' (between the incident and the ejected
electrons). however, in view of the calculated velocity distributions we find that
the ejected electrons tend to concentrate at very low energy of ejection; this im-
plies that the amount of Interference is likely to be small except at the very
lowest energies. At low energies, however, the incident electron is likely to be
repelled away from the target electron, reducing the overlap and hence the ex-
change probability between the incident and the target electron. The same re-
mark may be made for the validity of the outer expansion of the effective inter-
action at low energies and in the initial state. In the final state also the scattered
electron may be found mostly to the outside of the ejected electron as indicated
by the velocity distributions. At very high energies too, this situation being true,
the penetration of the incident electron inside the target is unlikely to affect the
outer expansion approximation drastically. This indicates that most of the con-
tribution to the cross-section arises from 'outside' the target and hence a
'radial cut off' effectively eliminates the 'inner region' where the multipole ex- 	 r
pansion breaks down, without significantly affecting the total cross-section at
the same time.
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